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ENERGY AND ECONOMICS

Energy, in one form or another, not only runs galaxies, solar systems and atoms, but it runs everything on the earth.

Economics, basically, is dependent upon some form of energy.

People are energized by the food they eat, the magnetic field of the earth, the electrostatic charge of the planet and atmosphere, the atomic radiations of the matrix of their bodies, and energy from the sun.

Industry, and transportation, are energized by water power generating electricity, or some form of heat; generating power from hydrocarbons in coal, or oil; or nuclear energy.

The economic structure therefore is controlled, at its source, by the people who own and control energy.

The people who are in government, who make laws, naturally cater to the powers that produce energy in order to perpetuate profit for the industries, and their employees, in order to collect taxes to run the government. The power of energy output, relative to profit output, is unbalanced when either the power economists, or the government regulations by laws, bleed the people who are the consumers and the tax payers.

Control by government is not the answer to either a stable economy, or an abundance of energy, because government does not produce the energy, or profit from the economy.

Government cannot be a contributor in the circle of energy, producer and consumer, because it uses energy and money to perpetuate itself.

Government today is the middleman that controls, and manipulates, between the energy producers and the consumers. It cannot operate a balanced economy when it has grown bigger than the producers and the consumers. It is a bulge on the tire of progress and is about to blow out because there is no way to patch its national debt.
In the back room of secret government science they already know how to use gravity nullification. They already know how to run magnetic motors. They have for years been flying antigravity electrostatic magnetic saucer shaped craft. These ships had already been to the moon before Armstrong and Aldrin. They know how to produce antigravity cars. They know how to run electromagnetically propelled trains. They know how to transmit energy without wires and have done it at one N.A.S.A. location.

Why is this all being withheld from the consumers who foot the bill through taxes and high prices? The answer is that there is no way to pay the national debt of over $800,000,000,000. There is no way to prevent an economic collapse of the world economy if these free energy principles are used.

Free energy principles would eliminate the present power of oil companies, gasoline stations, atomic reactors, and millionaires. This would eliminate the industries that make tires, wheels, axles, springs, internal combustion engines, radiators, generators, starters and instruments, in the auto industry alone. Antigravity cars, which have already been tested, would eliminate the paving contractors, and the asphalt and cement needs for highways.

A society using these advanced methods of power, already known, would of course break the economic control and cause the unemployed to soar to 50% of the work force.

So the policy is now being established to eliminate 50% of the people of the world through a controlled atomic war, so the transition can be made from a defunct economy based on dollars, to a credit type "big brother" automated computerized civilization. Of course the minority in power expect to remain in power and be "big brother". "Detente", in today's English, means "stall until we can get the nations programmed to each play their part according to the plan for war".

We are not short of energy - we are short of economy. The people who control the bulk of the money are not going to use energy principles that would eliminate their financial power status. An economic crash would break them. That is why they keep "priming the pump" with national debt.
Armageddon is not just a Bible prophecy. It is a planned conflict to perpetuate the same power control without an economy.

People are expendable. This was demonstrated in keeping the controlled Vietnam war going for 10 years.

People are energy users. When people's demands exceed production, then the energy producers put the pressure on the control middleman (government) who produces no energy and also consumes it.

The only answer to the producers, and controllers, is to eliminate masses of people, who are a burden on both production and control.

Where is the beginning and end of a circle?

---

**IN MEMORIUM**

We are all saddened by the death, in August, of Robert R. Simons, of Elmwood Park, Illinois.

Bob had worked with us since 1956, doing bench research on the caduceus coils. His company, "Communications Parts" in Chicago, probably made coils, and parts in many of your radios and electronic equipment.

Not a giant in the names of history, but a genius in service to millions of people, Bob was loved and respected by everyone who knew him.

Our condolences go to his gracious wife Ethel, and his lovely daughter and coresearcher Roberta.
Mind, being a universal essence, and beyond the control of money, moochers, and mobsters, is the intelligence that "works his ways in mysterious fashion".

Magic, according to the dictionary, is "the pretended art of making things happen by secret charms and sayings, sorcery, necromancy, witchcraft, unexplained power, or a mysterious influence". This would explain both the Democratic and Republican Nominating Conventions.

Mirror is given as "a surface that reflects light, a looking glass, whatever reflects or gives a true description".

Mind can reflect the memory and inner vision of anything you can remember; a pet, a house you used to live in, a friends face, or good or bad experiences one can recall. So mind can be called a mirror and the act of remembering the past could come under the description of magic.

Recall, or memory, is the only thing that makes education have a purpose. Forgetting is not the product of old age, it is the result of discarding things that were not important enough in life to remember.

Donald P. Bennett, President of Inner Planes Company, and a valued associate for years, has propounded a theory of an "Occult Television Set". This is how all great discoveries get started.

The ancient records speak of a "Magic Mirror" into which one could see into the spiritual, or "other world". As Don puts it, "it would be an optical instrument for looking, at nothing!". At least nothing material. We know mind reflects in memory, but not in an instrument that the physical eye can see. We can communicate with the "spirit world" through a state of trance, which can be very accurate and also very erratic. This can only occur with a clear mind resonance between the sender and the receiver, both being on the same frequency at the same time.
Don, having worked with the space program, had information where, "in the early part of the training, experimental psychology encountered conditions through sensory perception that suggested the physical analysis of an instrument. The results were bizarre, weird. There were reports of marching armies, of insect-like creatures. Since this had nothing to do with going to the Moon, the scientists concentrated their efforts on trying to get rid of what was, to them, a distracting annoyance. One wonders if, in their haste to reach the Moon, these scientists missed a chance to reach a perhaps even more interesting world".

Eyes are optical instruments that convert light to the brain electrically through the nerves. Nerves being two way conductors can also transmit images from the brain to the eye. Don believes that the retina can be a "mirror of the image" and the picture exists even if no one else can see it. Science, in its tunnel vision training, hates to enter the psychic world of reality.

Don says, "space science produced a Magic Mirror, or Occult Television Set. The technical name for the device is Alychnae, or Subconscious Visualization Chamber". How near Alychnae is to Alchemy. Alychnae means "locus of zero luminosity" and is based on a mathematical abstraction discovered by the great physicist, Dr. Erwin Schrodinger. Don says a recent discovery has found that the Alychnae can be used to view the aura.

The taxpayers foot the bill for all of these N.A.S.A. scientific discoveries but only get the results through leaks in the secrecy curtain.

We would like to add to this research by revealing our idea of a "magic mirror" that could make it possible to look into the "other world".

Mind, this other energy, which we have been working with for 25 years, has no secrets. When it is understood, it is no longer magic. This mind energy, that created the universe, answers to perfect laws. Two of these laws are electrical and optical. This is why the master in this field, T. Galen Hieronymus named this energy "Eloptic".
Answering to both electrical (nerves) and optical (eyes) in living substance, we have produced the drawing using physical equipment to produce the power of the image. Only the past is clothed in secrecy, the future has no bounds. Who has seen their own spirit?

We hope some of our associates can work with this idea. The drawing depicts a device with two metal plates. This makes a two plate capacitor. Voltages, and polarities, would have to be worked out on this idea. Certainly anyone with a lick of electrical sense would realize they must not contact both plates at the same time or they might be electrocuted.

This drawing would put both the brain and the optical system inside of the plate radiations. Possibly this would give the subject an "inside out look" at the "other world", or it might be an "outside in look".

Tests conducted with this device should be conducted by experienced electrical researchers. If anyone gets any results we would appreciate their writing to us.
THE THIRD SCIENCE

As we progress in our research of "life forces" and external influences, we are finding that the orthodox material sciences have made a backward approach to their understanding of matter and energy.

Chemical analysis of any living thing only produces a breakdown of the chemical matrix. How it communicates internally, directs its activities, and thinks, is so variable that no pattern, or norm, can be established.

People, for instance, have so many different feelings, so many different thoughts, so many different ideologies, philosophies, and external associations, that influence their manifestation of life as individuals. What material science analyses is only the material physical makeup of people. All of the hidden biomagnetic - bioelectrical and biospiritual aspects are not exposed to analysis.

"The Third Science" must work from the source of life, the thing that makes the biochemical critter think, feel, move, and assemble these three functions in their actions. We must come out from behind the skin of appearance and find out the purpose of manifesting life in form.

"The Third Science" cannot start with religion, because life existed before collective beliefs assembled to form religions. "The Third Science" cannot start with matter, in the physical sense, because physical bodies are made up from energy. "The Third Science" must start with mind, which made the order of energy into forms, to conform with the environment forms are in.

This static essence of mind cannot be analysed in its vast immensity of infinite total intelligence because we are confined to the limits of our point of view from a small planet which is a speck of matter in the universe.

Mind - the order of perfect laws - which operate the same anywhere in the vastness of space, is what
makes life function in both the energy (spirit) and matter (physical) mixture.

The orthodox science of atomics is only based on the analysed reactions of atoms. Atoms compose the molecules. Molecules compose the genes, cells, enzymes and matrix of living physical forms. "The Third Science" must find out what made an atom. What made the atoms combine in the matrix of life that grows, produces its own kind, and dies in the physical environment?

Mind cannot die because it is not physical. A jail cannot stop an inmate from thinking, living, feeling, or growing. Confinement only breeds conflict and retaliation to law and order.

Politicians aren't leaders. They are only pawns to the pressures of requirements of the environment at the moment. Millionaires aren't rich, except in the money, matter, physical world. They are poor, in mind, because they are diverted by the requirements of the environment to stay rich regardless of how many universal laws they must break.

Civil rights, with their legal loopholes, are perpetuated by the mindless minority to accelerate themselves in the physical environment of false fronts to mind. If conscience of greed does not penetrate their physical thinking they will soon become unconscious in mind. When conscience becomes dormant, the individual then becomes an animal and mind cannot get in. Mind has a law for this - "The higher they get the further they fall". This is why mind made babies close to the ground, so they couldn't get hurt much in a short fall.

Environment has always been the master of the physical life in form. Each living thing is dependent upon eating some other form of life to exist. Every level of life in form fears the level of life above it. No individual argues with itself.

Fish, animals, and birds don't care who is president. Mind, in its universal essence, doesn't care either. "Divide and rule", in mind, is an environmental physical law to restrict and control. Stars do not apply this law, neither do the atoms, or cells.
Peace, as a project for "The Third Science", must allow every individual to be their own ignorant self as long as they have to conform to the physical control in their environment. Intelligence does not force itself on anyone, or exist more in one place than another, so people have to travel by busses to find it.

"The Third Science" will not force its way into Congress, or the laboratories of the atomic scientists. They are finding out from nature that underground atomic tests make bigger and more destructive earthquakes. Every action against natural law has an equal and opposite reaction also.

"The Third Science" is in finding out why mind created an environment of restrictions and controls on a planet. Here eternal energy entities have to live in physical bodies, to find out what in hell is going on with disease, starvation, taxes, wars, and pollution to make them miserable. Energy hates to be confined. It insists on breaking records to try to go fast enough to escape the matrix of physical bonds. It finally makes it when the biochemical body breaks down with age, illness, or accident.

"The Third Science" is to find out why one got into this environment. Anyone can escape out of it, but they may have to come back again to find out what they should have learned while they were here.

Every atom knows its purpose in the order of creation. Molecules know which atoms to assemble to be what they are. Cells know how to gather the right molecules together to be a heart, a brain, or bone. Energy entities know how to multiply cells in organs, glands, tissue and form to make people.

The purpose of "The Third Science" is to find out how people can be part of the pattern and plan of mind, with the laws of nature, as parts in the immensity of the Creative Spirit.

NEW BOOK

Again we ask our readers not to order "When Stars Look Down", from our office. Mr. Van Tassel's personal mail box is P.O. Box 3867, Landers, Ca. 92284. Please send your order, with $7.00 per copy to his mailing address.
ANOTHER LIFE LEVEL

The September, 1976 issue of National Geographic has an amazing article in it. The title is "The Awesome Worlds Within A Cell", by Rick Gore.

There are only two things in the long article that we do not agree with. They are that the biochemical philosophy is based on evolution, and the article did not include Dr. George Crile, as one of the "Seven Giants Who Lead The Way".

Probably the author, who did a beautiful job with the article, never heard of Dr. George Crile. Dr. Crile had a medical clinic in Cleveland, Ohio, for many years in the 1920s and 30s. His book, published in 1936 by W.W. Norton & Company, Inc., of 70 Fifth Avenue in New York city was a lifelong research. The title, "The Phenomena Of Life", was based on 'A Radio - Electric Interpretation' of the cells.

Dr. Crile verifies the fact that the cells, which all living things are composed of, are acid-alkaline batteries, capacitors and transducers, and oscillate an electrical circuit now known as the RNA and DNA systems in the cell.

Throughout the world, Japanese, Russian, French, English, Puerto Rican, and other nations, have turned to this fact that the biochemical bodies that manifest life in form are energy bodies that operate electrically.

Only in the United States, where the bullheads of chemistry retard and restrict the facts, is this great science held back. We ask these chemical geniuses what sends the "code carried by a courier known as 'messenger RNA'(Ribonucleic Acid)"? This is the "life force" we work with; the intelligence that "tells" these complex cells what to do. When we develop the knowledge this communicator is trying to get through to us, which the cells operate on without training, then we will have thought communication between everyone. A heaven on earth would be possible then, because the false front of this destructive civilization would be exposed to everyone.
Recent newspaper articles tell of biological scientists discovering the "hooks" in molecules in the cells that cause ageing. They are looking for an enzyme to unlock the "hooks" so we can live up to 800 years without ageing. What they better remember is that one enzyme can perform hundreds of functions and after unlocking the "hooks" in the cell molecules, they may go on and unlock the whole body.

We can tell the biochemists that these molecules "hook" together because they lose their bipolar charge and cling to each other for life, causing death through ageing.

The cells can be recharged, through the electromagnetic fields we are working with, and will separate because their like-charge polarity-wise will repel each other.

When chemists learn a little about electromagnetism, then they will know what the spectrograph proves.

CATHIE BOOKS

The books by Captain Bruce Cathie, "Harmonics 33" and "Harmonics 695", can be ordered in the United States.

The firm of Charles E. Tuttle Co.Inc., Rutland, Vermont 05701, has these books for sale.

We know these two books explain the world grid system and the relation between U.F.O. and "Bermuda Triangle" phenomena better than any other published works.

The retail price is $9.25 each. Knowing Bruce and Wendy Cathie, and having worked in research relative to these energies, we recommend these books to our readers.
THE INTEGRATRON

We had hoped to print a picture, in this issue of the "Proceedings," showing our readers the installation of some of the 64 tubular static collectors on the armature. This will have to be delayed until our next issue due to 10 days of travel to Elmwood Park, Illinois and back.

This trip was essential to bring back some of the instruments required for our control panels. These instruments are too delicate to be shipped by carrier. All of the instruments we brought back were donated by Bob Simons before his death.

We thank Ethel Simons, and daughter Roberta Miller, for the cooperation and comfort they provided while we were there for three days.

All of the time being spent here is not in actual construction on this giant machine. Many hours are still required in testing, calculations, bringing in necessary materials, and paperwork required by law. All of these things are costly. We want to thank those of our readers who keep us financially capable of progressing.

Any large contribution would make it possible to move some of our associates, in this field, nearer to here. This would save some of our travel expenses, and telephone bills and make the work progress faster.

LETTERS

Some of our readers do not get answers to their letters because of time. Technical questions involving the principles of energy relative to the "Integatron", pyramid power, etc., can only be answered by Mr. Van Tassel. His work here involves at least 12 hours a day now, so he cannot take the time from this important work to write pages to answer these letters.

Mr. Van Tassel may be consulted by appointment, either by phone, or letter. Phone 714 364 2784.
Recent pictures of the "Integratron", taken from the air by associate Kenny Bradshaw from a plane piloted by his father, are on the front page and this page of the "Proceedings".

RECOMMENDATION

A 400 page masterpiece on U.F.O.s can be ordered from the author, Trevor J. Constable, for $5.95. The title of his book is "The Cosmic Pulse Of Life". His address is 445 W. 39th Street, San Pedro, Ca. 90731. Postage of 50¢ should be included.